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Yakumi Restaurant Launches its Charity

Initiative The Yakumi Global Fund

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, August 17,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Yakumi

Launches its Charity Initiative the

Yakumi Global Fund

Yakumi, the premium, fast-casual sushi

concept located in Burbank, CA,

announces the launch of its charity

initiative, the Yakumi Global Fund, a

conscious decision to help shape the

future of hospitality and the fast-fine

restaurant culture. Yakumi is

committed to making mindful business

decisions regarding sustainability and

seeking unique opportunities to protect the world's most important resource – the ocean. 

"Yakumi is a destination for fresh, high-quality sushi from pristine waters around the globe, and

that is why we believe the choices about how we eat, where it comes from, and giving back is so

We believe the choices

about how we eat, where it

comes from, and giving back

is so important to help heal

the oceans and make a

positive environmental

change”

Lee Maen, Partner at Yakumi

important to help heal the oceans and make a positive

environmental change," says Lee Maen, partner at

Yakumi.

Whether it’s cleaning up copious amounts of garbage,

putting a stop to ocean dumping or providing ethical ways

for becoming carbon neutral, The Yakumi Global Fund will

donate a portion of proceeds from each location to a

selected charity annually. This quarter's designated

partner is with the Reef Check Foundation, a non-profit

organization leading citizen scientists to promote

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.yakumi.com
http://www.yakumi.com/yakumi-global-fund/


stewardship of sustainable reef communities worldwide.

Reef Check Executive Director, Jan Freiwald, PhD, comments, "Reef Check shares the

commitment of The Yakumi Global Fund to ensure a sustainable and healthy future for our reefs

and oceans. Ecologically sound and economically sustainable solutions for reef conservation and

restoration will benefit not only the species in the ocean, but also the human communities who

rely on them as well. Through this partnership, we look forward to being able to do even more to

monitor the health of our ocean here in California and all over the world.”

For more information about Yakumi Global Fund or ways to support, visit

https://www.yakumi.com/yakumi-global-fund/

About Yakumi

From the masterminds behind Sushi Roku and Katana, Lee Maen and Philip Cummins of

Innovative Dining Group, along with founder of PizzaRev, Nicholas Eckerman, Yakumi is an

entirely new way to experience premium sushi at an affordable price. Located in the heart of

Burbank, CA, known as “The Media Capital of The World,” Yakumi offers an upscale approach to

counter service with a menu hyper focused on high-quality ingredients, the freshest fish and

easy-to-share combination boxes. The restaurant offers the option of sit down dining integrated

with the speed and efficiency of polished fast casual as well as delivery and takeout for a one-of-

a-kind sushi experience. 

Yakumi is open daily from 11:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.  For more information, please visit:

http://yakumisushi.com/ or follow @yakumilife on social media. Yakumi is located at 3919 W.

Riverside Dr. Burbank, CA 91505.
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